A time domain winner-take-all circuit based on simple selfresetting integrate-and-fire neurons is presented in this paper. Integrate-and-Fire (I&F) neurons can translate the intensity of a current input into a time domain signal: Strong input current will lead to an early spike output and weak input to a late output. By making the self-reset line global for all neurons, only the first spiking neuron, which is the neuron with the strongest input, will ever spike, and thus, win over the others.
INTRODUCTION

WTA circuits
A winner-take-all circuit finds the maximum among a set of inputs, shutting off the other inputs. This is a useful function in many sensory processing tasks that try to focus attention on the most interesting/salient of an array of sensory inputs. Solving this task on-chip with dedicated parallel computing elements is much faster than processing the raw sensor data serially on a computer.
WTA implementations are often implemented as neural network like structures where model neurons exert negative feedback on their neighbours, such that only the strongest can maintain its activity and suppresses the other neurons. Maybe the best known example of a WTA circuit is the one introduced by Lazzaro et. al. [1] . It is a really space conservative implementation with only two transistors per input/output element in its most basic form, plus one additional transistor operated as a common bias current source for all elements.
The result can be read out as a current that is equal to a bias current for the winning cell and zero for the losers, or as a voltage V m which logarithmically encodes the magnitude of the input current of the winner and is close to zero for the losers. A single additional transistor operating in subthreshold with V m as its gate voltage can turn V m back into a current that for the winning WTA cell is proportional to its input and close to zero for the others.
Integrate-and-fire neurons
Integrate-and-fire (I&F) neurons are among the simplest neuronal models that produce pulse-event output, just like their biological analogue. They simply integrate a current input on a capacitance (referred to as 'soma voltage' in the following) until a threshold is reached. This triggers a pulse-event output (spike, action potential), after which they reset themselves. Probably the most popular implementation in analog electronics is C. Mead's self-resetting neuron [3] , which is similar to the time-domain WTA cell, shown in figure 1. In Mead's self-resetting neuron V spike is connected to the transistor above the V spikeLen transistor, and the part labeled "common for all neurons" is not present.
The input current I is integrated as 'soma voltage' V soma on the capacitor C soma until the digital switching threshold V θ of the amplifier (two inverters in series) is reached, at which point the output voltage goes high. A charge is fed back through C f eedback , stabilizing V soma somewhat above the threshold.
When the output goes high, the neuron starts to discharge slowly. The discharge current is controlled by V spikeLen . When V soma has fallen to the threshold again, the amplifier output goes low, and the borrowed charge from the feedback capacitor is returned. The cycle is complete and can start again.
The function of an I&F neuron can be described as translating an input current into a latency signal [4, 2] : After an I&F has been reset, it will fire after an interval T that is inversely proportional to its input current I. On the physical device the proportionality constant is given by the threshold voltage V θ and the integrating capacitance C (actually the total input capacitance C soma + C f eedback ).
If the I&F neuron resets itself instantaneously with every output spike (i.e. if we neglect that the output pulses are not infinitely short and that there is a certain refractory period), its output pulse frequency ν will be inversely proportional to that interval and thus, proportional to the input current. 
Address Event Representation
The Address event representation (AER) is a communications protocol emulating point-to-point connections for spike signals. It multiplexes spikes from different sources (e.g. I&F neurons) on a shared digital bus. Thus, a transmission of a digital number on the bus identifies the source of a spike being transmitted. At the receiver end, this 'sender-address' is decoded and a pulse is reconstructed at the appropriate location (e.g. a synapse). This protocol can for instance be used to send a number of analog signals encoded in spike frequency from a sensor chip with only a limited number of pins. As mentioned, I&F neurons conveniently turn analog signals into spike frequency, and can thus serve as the first stage of an interface between analog signals and the AER protocol.
IMPLEMENTATION
We designed our WTA circuit to process current input from an array of motion sensitive optic sensors. It should determine the strongest input and convey it as frequency encoded pulse signals to an AER interface. The obvious solution would have been to simply put the classic WTA and an I&F neuron in sequence. But since a WTA is usually realized as a neural network structure we thought of a way of letting the I&F neurons perform both tasks, i.e. the translation of current into pulse events and the WTA function.
We used the I&F property of encoding input strength into the time domain as a latency: if all neurons in an array are reset at the same time, then the next neuron to fire will be the one with the strongest input. We now simply use that first neuron's output pulse to reset all neurons instead of just resetting itself.
The modified I&F neuron is shown in figure 1 together with the components that are global for all neurons: a currentsource and an inverter. When a neuron's output goes high, the global reset-request line, which is otherwise kept at Vdd by a weak pull-up transistor, is pulled down. This is in effect a wired NOR. The strong inverter then pulls up the global reset line, starting the discharge process for all the neurons. The pull-up transistor provides only a small current, ensuring a fast onset and a delayed reset of the common reset-pulse. See section 2.1 for an explanation on why this is desirable.
In many applications, we are not interested in having a winner if the inputs are all smaller than a certain level. For example on our imager chip we are not interested in finding a winner when the perceived motion is unclear or if there are no moving objects at all. We want to define a minimum threshold for the winning input for the WTA to make a decision.
This function could be implemented in current mode as a leakage from each neuron's C soma . The neuron's will only be able to spike when the input current is larger than the leakage current. This would require one additional transistor per neuron and it would slow down the response time.
We chose to implement that computation in time domain instead. This is done by simply adding an extra neuron to the WTA array that receives a constant current input. We call it a 'timeout neuron'. This neuron will fire first and thus, win, if no other receives a larger current. Its output will set the minimal output frequency for winners. Compared to the current mode solution we save the extra transistor per WTA neuron and eliminate mismatch problems (in the leakage currents). Additionally, the timeout neuron assures us that the WTA circuit is still operating, by sending out events from the timeout neuron.
Properties and limitations
The time-domain WTA will spike with a frequency proportional to the winner's input current. Thus, it does not only determine the winner, but also provides information about this winners maximal input current, at no extra cost in layout space.
Two general measures that characterize the quality of a WTA circuit are its absolute accuracy and its resolution of discrimination. The absolute accuracy can be expressed as the minimal difference in input current of the winning cell to the other cells, in order for the WTA to reliably choose the correct winner. It is mainly dependent on device mismatch and can be improved by using larger device geometries. Both, the classical WTA and our time domain WTA suffer from these mismatches. In our implementation the mismatch in soma capacitance of the neurons is the one that leads to errors in the conversion of the analog currents into time domain signals and thus, to errors in the WTA computation. Capacitance mismatch is normally significantly smaller (roughly estimated no more than 5% for our capacitor sizes) than transistor mismatch (especially for subthreshold currents). So if a WTA processes currents from sensors, the expected mismatch error in the sensor signals is usually more significant. Also on our test chip, we could only supply inputs to the WTA either from transistors connected as current sources or from optical sensors. Thus, we could not measure the absolute accuracy of the WTA with well controlled current inputs.
The resolution of discrimination expresses the WTA's ability to reach a clear decision: If two input currents cause the WTA to issue an inconclusive output (in our case two spiking neurons), within what range can one change one of the two currents before the WTA reaches a clear decision again. This measure is independent of the absolute accuracy and can be estimated theoretically, even when assuming perfect device matching: two neurons can win if the delay between the latency T 1 of the (correct) first spike and the hypotethical la- tency of the first runner-up T 2 is shorter than the delay t d between T 1 and the global reset. Using equation (1) this leads to an expression for the minimal difference of the inverse input currents that the circuit can distinguish.
Expressing the difference as a percentage x = 1 −
I2
I1 of the winning current we get:
In our implementation C = 1.56pF and V θ ≈ 1.9V. We estimate the reset delay t d ≈1ns. It should be clear though that it is dependent on the capacitive load on the common wired OR line, and thus, dependent on the number of WTA neurons. For arrays that are substantially larger, precautions must be taken to keep this delay small. We can set the maximum current from the photo array by a bias current in our target application and we typically chose currents below 10nA, i.e. well in the subthreshold domain. For 10nA currents, the WTA is capable to discriminate differences of 0.0007%. Thus, in our intended operating range we were not able to observe ambiguous WTA output at all during our experiments.
To reach a discrimination worse than 2%, currents above 30µA are necessary. The classic WTA implementation offers clear relative discrimination (output voltage more than 50% different) at about 2% difference in the input currents. This quality is about one order of magnitude worse than ours in our intended operating range, but it is independent of the absolute input current for a huge range of currents. Thus, our solution offers sharper discrimination only if the range of input currents is limited.
Formula (4) also tells us, that the delay t d of the onset of the global reset can influence the discrimination. For this reason, it was clear that the parameter current IresetLen (figure1) should be chosen small. But there is an even better reason for this: Less obvious, and more severe, for the WTA to operate properly the delay of the falling edge of Vreset requires to be of a minimal length too. If that delay is too short, the effect in figure 2 is observed. The figure shows the soma voltage of two neurons, which both received constant current input. The top neuron had a slightly larger input and should therefore win. The current difference was large enough to discriminate correctly according to equation (4) . Still, the lower neuron wins every third spike. This is because the duration of the reset (the width of the Vreset pulse) is too short for all neurons to discharge completely. As figure 2 shows, when the lower neuron looses, it is not completely reset, whereas the winning top neuron is. That is partially due to device mismatch and also due to the Early effect. The top neuron is depleted more quickly back to the switching threshold and thus, its output pulse ends, while the second neuron's soma voltage is still larger than 0V. Thus, for every consecutive competition the lower neuron has an increasing head-start until it ultimately wins a competition. Figure 2 shows an example where the lower neuron unjustly wins every third competition. Therefore, it is important to choose IresetLen small enough for the reset pulse to extend the output pulse of the winner by some percentage, to ensure that all neurons are properly reset.
RESULTS
We implemented the time domain WTA circuit on an 0.6µm AMS CMOS chip, together with an 48x48 array of optical motion sensors. On the chip there is a separate 4 neuron WTA for test purposes with pFET transistors connected as current sources delivering input currents. Two 48 neuron WTA are processing the total current from the imager columns and rows respectively. Figure 3 shows measurements of two neurons in the four neuron WTA, where the input current to the initially winning neuron (lower trace) is gradually decreased (note the slight decrease in the spike frequency), letting another neuron take over (upper trace). The input currents were about 27pA. With very careful tweaking we were able to make two neurons fire alternately for currents around 6nA. We ruled out the 'head start' effect as a cause, since we could not affect this behaviour by adjusting I resetLen and because there was not one single spike of one neuron every n spikes of the other (as we would expect from the 'head start' effect). We observed that the alternating winners won 10-20 consecutive times, indicating that noise is determining the winner. Two simultaneous winners could only rarely be observed. Only in simulation, could we have two neurons fire fire constantly together. This was for example the case for input currents ≈ 8, 4nA with a relative difference less than 0.0004 %. For a simulated 0.003 % difference the circuit discriminated correctly again. These numbers are in agreement with the theoretical formula (4) . Figure 4 shows the output of the WTA for our motion tracker circuit, i.e. with real sensor input. We were moving a bright spot accross the chips visual field vertically (across the imager rows, upper plot) and horizontally (columns, lower plot).
EXTENSIONS
We briefly present two simple useful extensions of the WTA circuit, providing additional functions.
All neurons stronger than a threshold win
The first variant selects not only one winner but all neurons with input larger than a threshold. This is achieved by making all but the timeout neuron both self resetting and globally resetable. In order to achieve this, two additional transistors, as depicted in figure 5 are added, and the wired OR transistor is removed. Additionally only the timeout neurons output is connected to the global reset line (block A in the figure).
The n strongest neurons win
In the second variant this timeout neuron's constant current input is replaced by a switchable constant current source (block B in figure 5 ). It is turned on by the output pulses of the WTA neurons and thus, it counts the pulses until it reaches its threshold. The outputs are connected to the wired OR like the basic WTA. The strength of the current source determines how many inputs are needed. This allows a fixed number of the strongest neurons to spike.
CONCLUSION
By looking at the output of I&F neurons as time domain signals that encode analog input currents in spike latency, a novel kind of WTA circuit was conceived. Determining the strongest of several analog signals in time domain does no longer require analog circuits, but merely asynchronous logic.
Furthermore the time domain WTA's property of turning current inputs into spike outputs makes it suitable as interface to the AER protocol, which in turn is well suited to convey a large number of analog values off chip with a limited number of pins.
The winning neuron does not merely convey the fact that its input current is the strongest, but it also conveys that strength as spike frequency. In our target application, this strength can be used as a measure of the confidence in the signal, and this information is therefore useful for further processing steps.
All these properties make the time domain WTA well suited to our intended application of determining the strongest output of a motion sensor array and transmitting its output offchip by the AER protocol. Other target applications can be any kind of sensory-array VLSI chips.
